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Campus Crimes and Prevention

By Carolyn Engle
Last week, a small article appeared in the Daily Journal stating
that a woman was raped in the
Vaughn Eames parking lot at 1 :30
a.m. According to the Campus
Police, these statements are incorrect.
Lt . Charles Jenkins and Detective Scott Kinnie said a woman was
approached by a man who engaged her in conversation in the
Bruce Hall Parking Lot around
8:45 p.m., Thursday May 5. After
asking for directions to various
parking lots the man left. The
woman opened her back door to
put books in , when the man came
up behind her and attempted to
sexually assault her. She then used
her keys as a form of self defense.
The incident wa s then reported the
next day around 2 p .m.
According to statistics crimes
like this one, robbery, auto theft
and muggings are very common in
college campuses. Some experts
believe one reason is because students and faculty members don't
know
common
prevention
methods like the one used by the
woman mentioned before.
Last year about 90,000 crimes
were reported at colleges and universities all over the United States.
From these reports, it has been
found that murder is up 27%, robbery 33%, assaults 82 % and rape
99%. It is also a statistic that many
crimes aren't reported . So the actual numbers are not known .
Students who live in the dorms
or work in an office or empty classroom should follow these tips: Always keep the door locked - an
open door is an invitation for
trouble; this rule also applies for
those in an office, especially after
dark. Also, have the door keys
ready before you get to the door.
Someone searching for keys w ill
give an attacker enough time to get
to you.
Identification numbers on al I
valuables is highly recommended .
Make a list of all valuables including: item , brand name, model
number, serial number, and a description. Keep this list in a safe
place and send a copy to a friend
of family member . Check the family insurance policy to see if your
valuables are protected while you
are at school . If they are not, check
with the school insurance manager
often, reasonable personal
property protection policies are
available.
Bicycle riders should register the
bicycle with the school or town,
keep a record of the bike's description, serial number and registra tion number. If al all possible, engrave and easily traceable identification number - like a driver's
license number - on the cross
bar. Park and lock the bike securely in a well lit area where there
are alot of people.

DRIVERS
Drivers should ride with windows up and all doors locked
whenever possible. Leave all valuables in the trunk out of sight. CB's
and other equipment should also
be put in the trunk if possible. Aiways leave the ca r locked , and
ca rry an extra set of keys in your
purse or pockets in case the keys
get locked in . A broken window
will mean nothing to a car thief if
he can drive the car away .

WALKING
When walking, always walk
with a group of people - if attacked
one can always run for help.
Women should dress for sa fety wear loose clothing and low

shoes, in case you have to run.
Keep pocketbooks tucked under
your arm so it will not be easy for
someone to snatch it. Remember,
besides money, there is important
identification cards in that wallet,
which can take weeks to replace.
If you are being followed,
DON ' T PANIC! If you are on foot,
cross the street, change direction
and vary your pace. If the person is
still behind you, go to a lighted
store or other building and call the
police. If they are in a car, turn
around and walk the other way . If
possible, go up a one way street. If
the person persists, record the
license number and call the
police.

HOLDUPS
If your are held up, DON 'T RESIST. Turn over the wallet or purse
quickly and quietly. If people are
nearby, running away and screaming may protect you . Don't take
chances a robber may be
armed, and a life is not worth a few
bucks . And of course, report the
incident immediately, and give a
description of the person clothes, age, weight, height, sex,
eyes, outstanding features or sca rs,
etc . All information will be important 1f the person is to be caught. If
a car is involved in any way get the
license plate, year, model , color
and markings such as racing
stripes, dents, etc.

member, most rapes are. pl c1nned .
Don' t go on an elevator if there
is only one person inside or someone is following. If you should get
"trapped" however, push all the
buttons and get off at the next stop.

grab from behind , and also used
aga inst you.
When driving or riding, always
be sure to lock the ca r when you
get out and when you get in. Check
the back sea t every time before you

from a friend •·

or take the "shuttle"
or publ ic bus. Wait
for it with a fr ie nd.

AFTER ATT ACK

WOMEN
If you are assaulted, don't panic.
Get the best description of the assai/ent as possible. Scream - it's
your number one defense. Make a
scene - bite, kick, scratch, and
throw things at the attacker. Break
away and run toward lights,
people and buildings. Report the
incident to police, and press
charges if the attacker is caught.

RAPE
The problem most women face
is rape . Numbers on rape are hard
to find - it is estimated that as
many as ten rapes occur, for every
one reported to the police.
Men who rape are from all walks
of life and ethnic backgrounds,
usually under 25, and three out of
five are married .
They commit rapes in order to
control and humiliate another person, not out of sexual desire. Most
rapists are also repeaters - they
have raped before and will again.
Therefore, it is important charges
be pressed whenever someone is
caught.
Some of the patterns rapists use
include "Surprise Attack" - suddenly assaulting a woman who is a
stranger; "After Initial Consent" to
sexual relations by the victim , who
later changes her mind. Force is
then used in order to have sex. The
third type is the "Marked Victim"
- assa ulting a woman he's acquainted with in some way often someone who feels there is
no reason to fear him . Over 70% of
rapes are planned .

RAPE PREVENTION
Experts suggest some of the fo llowing tips to avoid rapes: Always
keep doors to your home locked.
Use a peephole to identify callers,
and alwa'ys ask for ID if it is some
type of serv ice man. Hang curtains
on all windows so someone passing by cannot see you all alone .
Get to know a neighbor you ca n
trust if an emergency should arise.
List only first initial and last
name on a mailbox, door and in
the phone book . Always leave an
outside light on when you go out
and have keys ready . Vary your
routine a little each day - re-

ALONE AT NIGHT.

hen wa lking, always try to
walk with a group of people especially at night. Always walk at a
steady pace and look like you
know where you' re going. Don't
pass through groups of men. If you
are followed , get away fast.
Change direction and head for an
open theater, resta urant, store,
etc.
If you are in danger, scream and
continue to yell until help arrives.
If you need help, break a window
in a lighted house instead of waiting for the bell to be answered .
Some people will not open doors
at night, or may take a while to do
so . A broken window draws attention from everyone . Keep your
arms free or be prepared to drop
bundles and run. " Dressing for
freedom " is very important - no
long confining skirts, c logs, platform shoes, tight pants, easy to
grab capes, long necklaces or
scarves . When running, a long garment like a scarf will be easy to

DURING ATTACK
These were all some techniques
to help you avoid being the victim
of a crime. But what do you do if
you are attacked ? U sually a rapist
expects a timid or passive reaction .
Yelling, hitting, biting, poking
eyes, and kicking often gives a victim a chance to escape if done insta ntly. But an active reaction may
lead to further harm. Be rea listi c
about your ability to protect yourself.
Passive resistance may be advisable if your life is in clear danger.
Vomiting, urinating, telling the attacker your are diseased or
menstruati ng may stop him or give
you a chance to escape. Remember - don' t try to defeat him
-just get away as fast as you ca n!

someone could be hiding
there . On bu s n ubw
,
awake and alert. If you are not sure
where you are going, ask the driver

get in -

and sit near the front. On the subway, avoid gettin g into empty cars.
If you do, leave quickly . If you
must go out alone at night, take a
cab. Ask the driver to wait until
you are safely inside before he
leaves.

TO CARRY A WEAPON ...
Unless you have been trained ,
do not carry a weapon - more
times than not it wil l be taken and
used against you, especially guns
;ind knives. Some " legal " weapons
used by women include a lighted
cigarette - smash in the hands or
face of the attacker; a plastic
lemon filled with ammonia which
is squirted at the eyes (will spray up
to 15 feet) ; an umbrella - w/both
hands, jab it into the neck or
stomach - don' t swing wildly ;
and keys, threaded between your
fingers in a closed fist - rake
across the eyes.

If you are a rape victim, remain
calm. First get help by telling the
first person you meet. Point out the
rapist if he is still around. REMEMBER who you told for later
testimony . Call someone to get
you to the hospital. Most important
- don't douche, bathe or change
clothes - you ' ll destroy the evidence.
When reporting to po.lice: Go as
you are, bring someone with you
for suppo rt, speak to a policewoman if possible, and REPORT THE
ASSAULT RIGHT AWAY! Delay
will make it easier for a rapist to escape conviction .
The police will need evidence
of: A sexual act - e.g., from
vio enc

-

.. ,

't&

photos of bruises or cuts; and resis-

tance- verbal and/or ph ysical.
Your immediate medical concerns will be the possibility of
V .D ., pregnancy and injuries both internal and external.
The hospital will check to see if
you had V .D. BEFORE the rape . To
find out if you contracted V.D . AT
THE TIME of the rape, get a
gonorrhea test one week later; a
syppilis test six weeks later.
To prevent pregnancy, the hospital may offer you - "MORNING
AFTER" Pi 11: 5-day treatment of estrogen , which may cause severe
reaction s in
some
women .
MENSTRAL
EXTRACTION
is
another ·method, and it is less
traumatic than the " pill" or aborting. And of course, ABORTION if pregnancy is proven by a test
taken not less than two weeks after
first missed period following the
assault.

(Continued on page 3)

Ralph Nader lnforms·Kean
by Craiµ Stuart Hyman
On M ay 4th the Townsend Lec ture Series brought Consumer Advocate Ralph Nader to ,peak at
Kean 's Wi lk ins Theatre .
The first topic Mr. Nader discussed was consumer protection .
He went on to ,pe,1k ,ibout Pre,i clent Reagan. Mr. N,1der .,aid th,11
what Re,1gan w,1, doing w,1s " 111,1k ing the rich , richer ,rnd the poor,
poorer" and that " he (Reagan) was
t u111ng budgeb where th ey were
doing the most good." Nader ,aid
that in the next iive ye,1rs Socia l Security will be cut by 20 billion dol lar, and th at 1 trillion dollar, will
bt:> ,1ddecl to the military budget.
Concluding on Reagan,
,i ci er
said " He', not ju,t t,1king fro111 the
need . but ,111 111on ie., ,eem to be
going to every pm,ible 111ilit,iry
sy,tem im,1gin,1ble. "
Oi major concern to Mr. ,1der

wa, how our country ', major corpor,1tion, ,eem tu be controlling
our government. "These corpor,1tion, over influence our government oiiiciab through campaign
contribu ti on,." Furth ermore he
,aid th,1t " these corporation, ,ire
tsking over our scKiety through pa tents and various technological expansions and that the government
protech them . , ot only do th ey
protect th e111 but they support them
through corpora te welfare by way
oi governm ent subsidies like cash/
ou tlays and price supportin g.
Among th e corporations mentioned were the fo ll owing, Exxon
Corp. , who,e last year's an nu al
gros, was I 06 billion dollar,, equiv,1len t to tli,it oi th e coun try of Sweden ; General Motors, which contribute, 18'\, of our coun try' s ai r
pollution through factory disposal
and automobiles; lohn -Manwi lle,

which is the major con tributor to
Asbe,to, related dea th s in the U.S.
has 1. 1 billion dollars in asse ts
over liabilities. They have recently
,1pplied for bankrupcy and if
gra nted they are protected from
being sued by the families of em:
ployees whose deaths resu lted in
over-exposure to asbestos fibers;
Bell Telephone, w hich will raise
the average household phone service by 300% by 198 7.
Summing up on corporation s,
Mr. ader said , "These corpora tions have a major impact on our
future. They contribute to our
country's pollution and are experi-,
menting with life controlling and
effecting chemica ls without any
gu idelin es whatsoever. "
For those in terested in writing him
he announced hi s address: Ralph
ader, Box 19 367, Washington ,
D.C. 20016.
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Newsbeat

Fifteen Students Inducted
Into Phi Epsilon Kappa Fraternity

,

Fifteen Kean students were inducted into Phi Epsilon Kappa (PEK) a
national fraternity for individuals engaged in pursuing careers in health ,
physical education, recreation, and safety . The fifteen students were
Lee Delorenzo, John Brennan, Theda Forbes, Heidi Funk, Susan
Gibbs, Margaret Hull, Eileen Korz, Susan Lisanti, Norman Marcocci,
Maria Marconi, Michael McCray, Patricia Pescatore, Kenneth Pace,
Kathy Jean Romer, Carl Ruggero.
For membership in PEK, students must have a grade point average
of 3.0 or higher, participate in a community service project, and demonstrate fund-raising ability . During the Spring 1983 semester, the Kean
students planned and conducted a March of Dimes Walkathon Rally
for high school students and raised more than $600 through a candy
sale. The Kean chapter ha~ donated $100 of their money to the Ameri can Heart Association .
Officers for the 1983-84 chapter are Theda Forbes, president; Margaret Hull , vice president; Susan Lisant, secretary; Maria Marconi , treasurer; John Brennan , executive director of special projects ; and Patricia
Pescatore, assistant executive director of specia l projects.
Dolores Shiposh, Chairperson of Physical Education , is advisor to
Kean 's Gamma Omega chapter.
'

Fine Arts Show
May 9 marked the opening of the Student Show in the College Gallery . The show features the efforts of Fine Arts Majors in attaining their
Bachelor of Arts Degrees .
The exhibits are varied in style and ideas, and large viewings.are anticipated .
The Gallery wi ll be open Monday through Thursday from 10 am - 2
pm; and 5 pm - pm with the cu r'rent exhibition on display until graduation .

By Carmelo Velazquez
These are the rules
This is the last issue of the Indeto follow ...
pendent for the 1982-83 academic if you are to succeed ...
year. To me it means a number of try to be an optimist. ..
things like final exami nations, Faith will fill every need.
graduation, summer schoo l and Enjoy your Summer and your life!
vacation. Needless to say, it also
means saying farewell to classBy Nancy Hamilton
mates, professors, roommates and
A recent edition to the Counselgood friends . For those of you who ing Center' s library is Creating
wi ll be departing our campus for Yoor Own Career For Job Satisfacwhatever reason, I wou ld like to tion (Marlborough Press, 1982.
share w ith you the following $9 . 95) written by William and
thoughts which were written by Marilynn Angers . A well known
Ben Burroughs :
member of the Kean community,
Dr. Angers is a professor of psy"Do not spend your time
chology and a teacher/ coordi in grieving ...
nator of College, Careers and
about things that might
Choices . Mrs. Angers is an author
have been .. .
of over 200 articles and holds sevSet your sights upon tomorrow ...
eral editorships . This work repreand go forth with will to win .
sents their mutual effort at outlining the steps necessary for a sucNever delve upon
cessfu l and fulfilli ng job sea rch.
your problems ...
The reader is first instructed to
worry doesn't help at all ...
take an inward look. Individual,
Self-pity is a shaky prelude ...
social and artistic interests are deto a very nasty fall.
fined and discussed and the imporEndeavor to think positive ...
tance of self-awareness is stressed .
this is the only way ...
"Know thyself" is the unspoken
to chase the dark clouds
motto of th is section .
of despair ...
Next, a period of extensive reAnd find a brighter day.
search begins . The library, occu.Count your blessings
pational catalogs and social conand you ' ll find .. .
tacts are suggested as ways to
your lot is not so bad . . .
fami liarize oneself with the va stIf you do this, I guarantee ...
ness of the working world . An exthe sun will make you glad.
tremely helpful chapter is included

Award Presented to Grad
Kean College Graduate Anna Mae Stefanelli of Springfield was the
recipient of t~e Distinguished Award for the best Master's Thesi s in
Reading given by the New Jersey Readin g Association .
Stefanelli graduated in 1982 from Kean College with an M.A. in
Reading, S.pec.ialization and is the first Kean graduate to receive this
awa rd. Her thesis topic was "Content Analysis of the Required Reading
Courses for Prospective Secondary Tea chers at Each of the Seven State
Teacher Training Institutions of New Jersey ."
Dr . Lilli an Putnam, Professor of Communication Sciences and Director of the Reading Clinic of Kean College, wa s Stefanelli 's thesis advisor.

May Activities
The semester is not going to end on a down note, if all the acti v ities
scheduled are any indication . May 20 wi ll bring th e All Co llege Picnic
at 12 :00 . On Saturday, M ay 21 in Wilkins Theatre, the M r. East Coast
Ph ysique Cha;;pionship w i ll begin at 7:30. A free piano rec ital by Carol
Ferri will be presented on May 22, at 3 pm in Wilkin s Theatre.
On M ay 24, the English Club will have th eir party at 1 :40 in Down s
Hall, and the Glenn Miller Orchestra will perform at 8: 15 in Wilkins
Theatre. Th e Senior Prom w ill be hel<;I o n M ay 3 1 attheCopacaba na.

Students to Teach in Barbados

\

Si x Kean Co llege students have been invi ted to teach thi s summer at
the Th elma Vaughan memo ri al home in Barbados. Thelma Vaughan is
a res idential faci lity fo r ph ysica lly hand icapped children.
Thi s trip is an exten sion of a Janu ary intersession course offered to
expose students to the spec ial needs of th e disabled in a smaller country.
A ll the students are Specia l Educa tion majors w ith va rious interest~.
such as developmental di sabi liti es, deaf educa tion, psycho logy, and art
therapy . The six students are: Lyn ne A nderson, Christi na Carlucci ,
Susan Kiernan, Yasmina Martinez, Nancy Polito, and M arl ene Stevens.
Also accompanyi ng them is a student from Gal laudet Co llege in
Washington.
The students have taken,. it upon them se lves to raise fun ds fo r th is
cause. If anyone is interested in helping these students, please contact
Dr. Ri ck Stone, Dr. Nickie Berson or Prof. Brenda Ca llow ay at the Institute for Human Services (x 2326) .
@~
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New Jersey GYN Associates, Inc .

I ABORTION SERVICES
Free Pregnancy Testing

• Abortion Procedures ·• Birth Control
Counseling • Breast Screening Clinic
•
•· Complete Obstetrical and Gynecolog ica l _
Care • Sterilization Procedures including
1•
Vasectomies

I
J
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373-2600 tor on oppt

Phone
Hours 9 .00 to 5 :00

Monday thru Saturday

:e

Owned & Staffed by N.J L!c Bd. Cert Gynecologists ·•

22 Boll St., Irvington, N.J. 07111
(Right off Exit 143 . G .S.P North .
Near the Irvington Bus Terminal)
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where forty-six questions help the
reader to become aware of what
qualities and specifications his/her
ideal career choice would possess .
Even if these questions are hard to
answer, the student has an appreciation of the far reaching consequences of the job choice. ·
Chapters on career preparation
(schooling and training) logically
complete this sequence .
Finally, with self-awareness and
knowledge derived from the fi rst
sections, the student is.more confidently able to take the initial steps
toward obtaining the desired career goals. Especially useful in this
section are· chapters on resumes,
cover letters and interviews. Once
a job offer arri ves, specific questions addressed to the reader will
help evaluate the wisdom of
choosing this particular job.
Creating Your Own Career has
many applications. College students will find that this workbook
takes much of the mystery and
chaos out of deciphering the working world. With its practical examples and suggestions, the student
has a feeling of control or of being
in the driver' s seat with respect to
job choice and success. This book
is recommended especially for
newcomers to the world of work
and to all who wish to confront the
job market with encourgement
and confidence.

USSA President at Kean
By Thomas P. Baggstrom
On Wednesday, May 11 , Janice
Fine, President of the United States
Student

Association ,

talked

to

weapons, increasing state and fed- college in the country as far as affireral funding to financial aid, aid mative action goes, and she wa s
and support to the various anit- amazed at the high level of student
KKK groups, and gaining equal interaction.
representation with the adminisFor further information on how
tration and the board of trustees, you can get involved , or simply reand many-others.
main informed on the advances ·of
Ms. Fine also stresses the need the student movement please confor students to strive for more read- tact Cindy Marconi (NSA director),
ily accessible goals with near im- Ernie Kull y (asst. NSA director), or
mediate results to show the stu - me, Tom Baggstrom (P.R. director)
dents to accomplish larger long at th e NSA office in th e College
term goals .
Center (CC-118).

.Kean students for almost two hours
describing the past, present, and
future position of th e college stu dent.
Th e USSA w as formed in 194 7
by returning war veterans who felt
th at they w anted to take a greater
part in the makin g of po licy in thi s
country after their college and soc ial careers w ere interrupted by
th e Second W orld W ar. They
ATTENTION
formed the Nation al Student AsKEANGER
MEETING
sociati o n (NSA) whi ch, in 1978,
Anyone interested in being a Keanger for the Cammerged_with the Nation al Student
pus Awareness Festival, a meeting will be held
Lobby to form th e present orga niMonday, May 23, 1983
za ti on.
5:30P.M.
In the past, the stud ent moveDowns Hall-Mtg Rm A
Please fill out application in the Student Activities
ment put forth lobbying efforts and
Ottice (CC 143). Any questions, contact Chris Cotdemonstration s in support of such
tle .
issues as fo rced desegraga ti on , affirmati ve acti on, and va ri ous
others to improve hi gher education .
President Fine feels that the radi cal student movements of the sixties is not dead , but rather it moved
on to a higher level of organizati on
and sophistication . Now there are
pow erful lobbying groups, state
and federal organizations, and
others work ing fo r the goals of students .
M s. Fine pointed out th at th ere
should be a grea t dea l of emphas is
pl aced o n gett ing state orga ni za ti ons like th e NJ SA (New Jersey
Student Associa ti on) workin g. She
fee ls that th e best way to get things
done, is for students to work on the
loca l levels, for the govern ment of
thi s nation is built from the state
and local level up. " Pol itical
power does n0t exist in a vacuum,
and that students should get out
and use their voting power to vote
in the people w ho wi ll represent
thei r needs the most. "
Ms. Fine also feels that th e stu dents could even run for loca l offi ce themselves .
The USSA is w o rk ing hard to
accomplish the goal s rhey have
set. Some of these goals are : The
repeal of the Solomon Amend ment, disarmament
lobbying for the
and
of reduction
nuclear.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.

-- KEAN COLLEGE

Commitnication

Center

289-2101
(201) 527-2360
527-2330
HAVE A PROBLEM
WANT TO RAP
INFORMATION
and REFERRALS
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Commentary

Hotline Synopsis

By Carolyn Engle

By Steve Guttman
The Kean College Hotline is listening ea r w hen problems get
your campu s based cri sis interven- di fficult to handle.
tio n servi ce . Student volunteers
Hotline vo lunteers lea rn quickl y
provide paraprofessional support w hat it's like to be depressed , conservices to any individ ual who fused and without resources and
needs help o r just a listen ing ear alternat ives . As a vo lunteer, a stu w hen a problem arises. Most con- dent becomes equipped with eftacts are made via our three Hot- . fective communication and probline telephone lines (527-2330, !em-solving skills and knowledge
2360 & 289-2101 ).
of the diverse network of-commuThis semester Hotline volun- nity support services that prov ide
teers answered an average of 800 professional help to troubled indi
Hotline calls per month . loneli- viduals.
ness continues to be the prima ry
Throughout the summer, the
concern for many people who Hotline program operates weekcontact our program. Other areas days from 9:00 a.m. - 1 :00 a.m.
of concern include anxiety, depre- The program is always in need of
ssion, low self esteem and inter- students interested in volunteering
personal conflicts. Hotline volun- some time . The Hotline vo lunteer
teers receive continuous traini ng experience is not just helping
in o rder to effectively hand le the others, but also lea rn ing about
wide va ri ety of prob lem areas others and oneself.
people may ca ll about.
Any student interested in helpThe Kean College community is ing out during th e summre or th is
not th e o nl y po pultio n Hotl ine coming Fall is welcome to stop by
serves. For over 10 years, Hotline the H otline office to find ou t more
vo lunteers have been servin g about the w ork w e do. O ur offi ce
peo ple in th e outlying com- is located in the College Center
munities as w ell as Kean College Build ing Room 141 . Jo in us in
students and staff. Our stati sti cs helping otbers tc help them selves .
suggest th at there is a continuous By the w ay, have a safe and happy
nPP0 fo r a comfortin g vo ice and a summer!
0

Campus Crimes
(Continued from page 1)
some newspaper coverage, but
In juries w ill also be taken care of victim's name is usually omitted.
at the hospital - both internal and
INCOURT
external.
In court, the testi mo ny w i ll cenBesides the physical injuries a ter on events leading up to the asperson has to cope w ith after a sault; where and w hen you met the
rape, there a!e many th ings that rapist, and w hat you w ere doing,
m ust be considered in the emo- saying before it happened; the
tional area, too . At first confusion rape itself - a complete descrip(what happened, what to do) tion of everything that happened,
shame (feeling abuse, degraded) and your actions immediately afand fear (will it happened again) terwards - w ho you told, when
are the most prominent emotions. you reported it. Many cases of rape
Then comes anger (at the world in go to the courts, and nothing you
general), helplessness (" my life' s will say will be unique. It has all
out of control "), guilt (w as it my been heard many times, and the
fault ?), dirtiness (feeling dam- j udges are usually very sympatheaged), worthl essness (loss of self tic, so don't feel embarassed about
respect), isolation (feeling "differ- anything you say. Remember event"), distru st (of everyone) and erything you say on the stand will
help bring that criminal to jail , so
again fear (of another rape).
Talking to a close friend should , don't hold information back.
If you have any questions about
in time, help the victim overcome
these fee lings . But someti mes anything in this article, you can
trouble wi ll persist in expressi ng call the Kean College Hotli ne at
affection, relati ng sexually, relat- 527-2330, 527-2360 or 289ing to fami ly members, etc. Then 2100, o r write to the Independent,
it's important to get help at a hospi- cc 119.
The campus police are willing to
tal or Rape Crisis Center.
If a victim decides to fi le give lectures on campus safety and
charges, goi ng to court wi ll cost prevention to any group, class, or
nothing if the District Attorney pro- organization next semester. Ca ll
secutes the case. There wi ll be Lt. Jenkins at 527-2233 .

Coming Summer Events
Plays
Thi s summer, Kean w ill be sponsoring "The Repertory Theatre Co.
of New Jersey." The group will perfo rm three plays:
" Loose Ends" by M ichael W eller, wh ich wi ll ru n June 27-Jul y 7
" Getti ng Out" by Ma rcia Norman - July 11 to Ju ly 21
"God and Death " by Woody Allen- July 25 to August 4
Al l play.swi ll be held M onday- Thursday at 8:00 in VE 1. 19. Tickets
wi ll be $5 .00 each. For reservations ca ll 561-2618.

D

Free Films
Four fi lms wi ll be shown at no charge during the su mmer. They wi ll
be:
"An American Werewo lf in London" - Jul y 11
" Richard Pryor, Live in Concert " - July 19
" Li fe of Bria n" - July 27
· "M iss ing" -August
A ll films w il l be held in J-100 at 8:00 p. m.
Socials
Summer students w ill be able to enjoy " soc ials" spo nsored by Student
Activ iti es and the Summer Sessio ns Office . These brea ks between cl asses all ow st udents to get information on upcoming events, and some
free refres hments.
The soc ials will be held M onday evenings in Hutchin son Lobby at
7:00 June 27, Jul y 11 , 18, and 25, and on W ed nesday mo rn ings on the
Library Patio at 10:00 a. m. June 29, July 6, 13 , 20 , and 27 . A ll Summer
Students are welcome.

A futuri sti c look at educati on
w ill be the theme running throu ghout next yea r's Ca mpu s Aw areness
Festi va l, with a foc us on Hi gh Tec h
and Science Fiction.
Some proposa ls concern ing the
fest iva l w ill be a wa lkin g robot,
computer prot raits, games and entertainment by the Kean College
Dance Theater, Exodus Gospe l
Choir, a new wave band , Coffeehouse entertainers and WKNJ, the
college radio station.
The main purpose of the festival
of course is to familiarize the students w ith the campus clubs and
organizations. Each will have a
table on which literature and a
sign-up sheet will be available.
The table wi ll be staffed by those
who are invo lved with the orga nization, and they wi ll be there to

prov ide informati on and answer
student's questi ons.

Kea nge~s w i!I also pl ay a very
acti ve rol e in the festiva l by
answ ering questi ons and promoting d ifferent activites. Anyone interested in become a Keanger is
asked to contact Ch ris Cottle in the
Student Activities office as soon as
possible . Dinner for two and records will be given to the Keanger
with the most service time, and all
will be invited to an awa rd s dinner.
Prizes will be awarded for the
group or organization with the
most creative display table, and a
video game for a game tourn ament
.
winner.
Refreshments will be served al l
day, including punch , popcorn ,
hotdogs rnffee and danish . Some

.

~

of the games will include " Place
th e Face," " N ame That Sci -Fi
Tune," " ET Guessing Game, "
" how many Reeses Pieces in the
jar" and many others .
Sched uled to appear will be a
wa lki ng robot w ho will be in the
fo llowi ng loca ti o ns: Hutchinson
Green fro m 11 :30-2:00, the parking lots from 4:30-5:00 and each
of the evening sights from 7:008 :00 .
Computer portraits by Dave
Hubbell will be so ld at 25¢ a piece
during the following times: 12 :003 :00 in J Greeh<,' 51:'00 6:00 at the
Col lege Centetfl llnt;ll&!00'-8:00 in J
Green.
,n J,
Ahyone interested ir\ volunteering some time, serv ice or product
ple.ase contact Peggy M elchione in
Student Activi ties o r Carolyn Engle
in the Indy (355-017 4) .

Commentary

ROTC Not Just The Money
By RO TC/CADET
Deau wand K. Thom as
W e have already read Carson
Reed's report and article entitled,
"Army Grants, ROTC Enrollment
Jumps" in last w eeks Independent
and, well there is more to ROTC
than wh at meets th e eye.
The Reserve Offi cers Training
Corps (ROTC) isn' t just about

Anyone interested in
working on the Campus Awareness Festival, please contact
Chris Cottle or Peggy
Melchione in Student
Activities.

Dav id Bonji was the # 2 Cadet at
that trai ning, and gradu ate #1 at
the Officer Basic Camp. Cdt. Bonji
w asn' t from Princeton 's ROTC ,
nor from any other Ivy League
School across our Great N ation .
D avid Bonj i was from Kea n College of N .J.
Thi s proves not only the mental,
physica l, and spiritual ramifica tions of an individual, but it excellent ly proves what you cou ld definitely do through the best of instruction , guidance, motivation ,
and traini ng through Army ROTC.
Be A ll You Can Be, join Kean
College Army ROTC. See your
Academic Advisor and ROTC Re cess . .
Out of all the ROTC programs resentative in
across the U .S in 1982, 131 Building on the first floor, located
Cadets, (11 from Kean College) left near the Veteran's Affairs Office
for Advan ce Ca mp Training. Cdt. today.

schol arships, money$, and num bers (72 ,819 ROTC enrollment
1983). Arm y RO TC is also about
maturin g, trainin g, leading, and
devel opin g skill s to better help our
commun ities, soc iety, and our Nati on.
, As Cadets, w e' re not ju st full
time stud ents alone, but most of us
are also in th e Arm y Reserve, and
National Guards, being trained
and prepared to use our ski ll s and
talents to bring about a better and
safer Nation and World .
This is continua lly proven by our
academic standing, performance,
our past, and present record of suc-

**********************************************

STEREO SPEAKER

MANUFACTURER SELLING
HIGH QUALITY NAME BRAND

SPEAKERS DIRECT FROM FACTORY

50o/o

BELOW
BEST DISCOUNT PRICE
10-5

NIGHT
6-10

361-9197

469-3069

DAY

SAT. & SUN. 10-5
**********************************************
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EDITORIAL
Alas, it is that time of the year again and another two semesters
of academic ago·n y have passed before our eyes. They now give
way to visions of summer parties, reunions with family, and long
blissful mornings of uninterrupted sleep.
But, regretably, the year's ending also brings with it two events
of arrrtat:\..so-del ightful nature . They come year after year without
faitrii~Jt/;{;.the same as death and taxes do. These spectres go by
the titles of Final Exams and Senior Graduation.
The former of this inseparable duo is an ordeal that brings on
sympathetic pains of a most severe sort. And the sympathy is usually for him/herself due to the realization of what he/she must
soon go through.
Countless hours of burning that.precious midnight oil and the
taste of sour bile in the back of the throat due to an improperly
digested breakfast (that usually turns out to b~ something along
the lines of coffee and yogurt) while you wait with saintly patience for a consistently absent teacher whose face is now a blur
among. the jumbed facts and figures that you so desperately try
to retain.
_
As for the latter, this is an occasion that comes with mixed emotions. The estatic feeling of accomplishment that is experienced
by every graduate, the chests that swel I with pride as the parents
of these grads watch their sons and daughters receive their hard
earned diplomas, and the tears of joy that accompany the closing
of this chapter in their lives and the beginning of a new one.
I

'

""These tee\ings ot happiness are unfortunately linked with the

fears of change and the sorrow of leaving dear friends and treasured relationships. For many, the memories of their college life
wi 11 forever keep them as students of Kean.
Then there are those of us who wi 11 not soon be leaving the confines of this institution of progressive education and must also
deal with the fact that our long time companions will no longer
be with us. We will most certainly grieve at our loss.
So to those of you who have yet to encounter your finals I do
sincerely wish you the best of luck with them and hope that you
achieve your desired grades. As for the seniors that wi 11 be leaving
us I can only say that if those whom I have dealt with are any example of the people _who will lead our country's future then we
are in quite capable and responsible hands and that your presence on this campus will be sorely missed.
Wishing you all the
best of ti mes,
MAA Editor-In-Chief

Thanks For The Memories
As graduation is fast approach ing I realize there are so many people
who have helped me here at Kean , and I would like to take this opportunity to Thank some of them . To my parents and my BBK for the love
and support you have shown me. I could not have made it through the
past four years without it, I love you all very much . To my roommates
Tina and Metoka th anks for always understanding and putting up with
all my moods. To my friends, to those I have grown close to this past
semester, Lori my " roommate" remember Men At Work, Marta what
can I say except Mooooo!, and to Cathy , and espedall y to Chrissy the
one I shared the Nonforgetable "Mischief Night" with . The Four of you
have touched my heart and I love you esp you CLONE . I would also
like to Thank the Class of 1983 for giving me the opportunity to serve
you and I hope I have fulfilled you r expectations, thank you Greg and
Rich. To my very "specia l" Pal you touched me, you scared me, you
shared with me the good times (our own successes) and the bad times
(my own failures) you made me laugh and see somethin g more. THANKyou m y "special " Pal you will always be dear to me because you are
an unforgetable link in my cha in of life. Finally to Kean College Thank
you for allowing me the Chance to challenge, to change, to learn and
to grow . . .
Sincerely,
JanMarie Arnold
Vice President
of the Class of 1983
PS . I know there are more people who have meant something to me.
To those unsung heroes, THANK YOU as well
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Name Check
To whom it may concern :
.
This letter is a request that when one wishes to represent himself in a letter of view point, this individual
wishes to be consulted in the use of her name. This is nof
the first time that my name has been used in a form of reference . However, I do feel that it will be the last! The
reason is that my name is associated with the view point.
In closing, please consult me before using my name in
a commeniary of any nature. Thank you for cooperation
in thi s matter! !!
Martina Manco

Dance Marathon
Dear CEC family and friends ,
I, personally, wou ld like to ex tend my sincere thanks
to all who have offered their time and effort in helping
make the 1983 CEC Dance Marathon a complete success. Each and every one of you are real sweethea rts! The
emotionall y disturbed children at the Center School in
Warren, for whom the money is being donated, send you
their thanks too! Special thanks to Dean Ippolito, The Independent, Student Organization , Student Act ivities,
The College Center Board, our "bouncers", and of
course, our 35 dancers!
There will be a special reception for all the dancers and
helpers on Thursday, May 19, at 7: 30 p.m. in the Grill
-Room . Come on down because CEC is celebrat ing YOU!
Love,
Josephine DiGirolamo
President of the
Counci l for Exceptional Children

Arts and Graphics
.
Christy Parker, Anthony Markle, Nich Cirasella, Robert Co/Jsh, Ca rol
Perez, Denise Miller, Paul Nitch, Rose Emily Reinoso, John Cavanaugh
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All submissions become the property of this publication and may not
be reprinted without the consent of either the author or the Independent.
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Kurdyla!

'

"l_f the government in South Africa is so racist and repressive then why are there no mass groups of blacks leaving the country?"
Jim Kurdyla (Indy 4/28/83)
This ridiculous, if not disturbing question can only
com~ from a very sick or naive mind. One does not giveup his/her heritage, belongings, culture and history in the
f~ce of racism and bigotry!! One does struggle for his/her
ri ghts and only stops struggling when those rights are
won . Moreso, not everybody can get up and leave their
homel and with relative ease. At not given time-period in
South African history have there been more whites than
blacks.
The initial Dutch and British settlers who came in 1651
were welcome aboard the shore and taken (led) into the
hinterlands by Black South Africans on African made
routes. (This happened in East, Central ; West and North
Afric~ too!! European wanders were met ashore by Africans.)
To say that tribal wars and famines resulted in Blacks
becoming the minority would indicate that you have researched information to back up your position . "The bulk
of blacks came from the Northern regions of the African
continent escaping from simi lar conditions in their homelands. " What about the Europeans who left his/her homeland fearing religious and ·other persecutions and wandered to South Africa!
If blacks and whites left their respective homelands and
l~nded in South Africa and settled there why can't they
live together with justice? "Fi rst of al l, Apartheid is not the
evil form of racism that a few claim." It is not a few who
claim!! The majority of the world has repeatedly pointed
!o Apartheid as the last bastion for supremacist
ideologues. Even the United Nations continues to call on
South Africa to end its doomed Apartheid policies.
I find your rationale to be facking and needing much
help when you make statements that South African
Blacks are very nationalistic and ca nnot readil y adapt to
the modern culture .
One wonders what is a modern cultur~ to a people
who have been surviving with their culture long before
1615 .. If you know anything about Congolese history, integration was not at issue and " mass slaughter of civilians
in the 60's" did not result from ra cial integration. Ra.ther,
the slaughter of Patrice Lumumbna was carried ·out by the
CIA and its African cronies!!
Mbonte, Charlie

Renaissance Rave
Dear Newly elected Editor In Chief:
I recentl_y attended _the Renaissance Festival put on by
the Council for Part- Time Students, and it was a very entertaining as well as a cultural event. As an alumnus, and
a member of next years Graduate Council, I would like
to salute the rard work and dedication of the Students
and Faculty who gave up their time to make it a successful
and enriching experience.
In the future I hope that more Kean College Students
will attend and participate in our activities. I feel that it
is essential that the Kean College Community continue to
promote our good reputation by holding and participating in such cultural endeavors.
A special word of thanks to Tara Higgins who helped
bring about a fine affairfor one and all.
Fred Palensar

Friends To Thank
To The Editor :
Over the past year I have been fortunate enough to become involved with Student Organization. When I first
joined the Independent in 'September, I was overwhelmed by the time and dedication certain students
contributed to the Parent Group and various funded
· groups. Then, soon after, I was able to become just as involved through my position as News-Editor. I have found
my experiences to be very rewarding to say the least.
I would like to thank Eileen Monchek for shar ing her
knowledge with me concerning the Indy . I would also
like to thank Lori Rapuano and Chrissy Zurlo for always
being there when I needed them most. Also, I must thank
Andy Krupa for being truthful and open-minded in sharing with. me his knowledge on issues concerning the Independent and Student Org.
Thanks to these people, and many others, I have had
a great time this yea r and hope to have many more rewarding experiences in the year to come.
Warmly,
Cathy Jacobs

Grub Recognition
Due to an oversight, there were some unfortunate
omissions in this year's Grub Street Writer. The staff
would like to thank th e Alumni Assoc iation , Student Organizat ion , James Howe in Fine Arts, and Mr. John Santaliquido of CVI for their contributions and assistance.
As treasurer of the magazine, I accept f~ II responsibility for this error. I shou ld have checked the final proofs before they went to the printer. Much to my chagrin, I did
not. I apologize lo those parties wh ose names were left
out. On behalf of the enti re staff, I would like to thank
th em for everything they did to make the magazine a real ity.
George Schroepfer
Treasurer
Grub Street Writer
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Kurdyla!!
A Reply To.Jim KurdyTa CommentaryThe Case For South Africa,
It is outrageous and possibly ill-advised that Mr. Jim
Kurdyla 's Commentary - 'The Case For South Africa '
would be viewed from the perspective as expressed in the
Independent of Apri I 28th 1983 .
· Now setting the record straight, South Africa Apartheid
policy is the most unreasonab le evil in our world of
today. As an African student studying in the United '
States, I feel I know the history and problems of Apartheid
South Africa from own personal experience rather than
assertions which are possibly based on wrong misgivings
or misinterpretations.
However, it's for me a pain and a shame when a
reasonable and educated person like Mr. Kurdyla who
has tasted democracy ever view South African Apartheid
policy as idea. I quote "Apartheid is not the evil of racism
that few claim" ... But then what is racism, I would like
to ask Mr. Kurdyla . He went on, I quote "Apartheid is a
sensible type of racial separation which allows for the respective groups to develop apart for their own benefit."
To me as I hope everyone, Mr. Kurdyla 's statement of
this nature is biased and shows lack of knowledge for this
subject area. It also shows Mr. Jim Kurdyla's lack of
foresight in recognizing the gravity of his statement.
Consequently, Mr. Kurdyla got the facts all wrong. By
ca lling Apartheid an ideal policy in South Africa seems
to me to contradict all that advanced and developing nations perceive as an evi I policy . Moreover, it seems to me
that racism and Apartheid have no dist,inction, they both
carry equal weight. But when an educated and rational
human being calls Apartheid ideal, that to me is an uneducated guess.
The historical perspective on South Africa showed tliat
South Africa is a black colony. The original and rightful
owner of the region according to African history is the
Zulu Tribe. The Zuluz lived in the upper mountains of
Johannesburg. The British , who during the 18th century
had colonies in some parts of Africa, embarked on
spreading the Christian religion. As the British missionaries traveled south west the encountered the rebellion of Mansa-Kan-Kan-Musa, as a result they fled south
for their lives. These missionaries happed to be the first
white settlers in that region , that acknowledged the Zulu
Tribes living up north of the mountains to have been there
before them .
Due to the suitable climate, these missionaries decided
to stay for a while . As the season progressed these new
settlers found the land to be good in agriculture and rich
in mineral resources, so they decided to stay.
By 1863, many local tribes from Tangayuca and Bostwana areas, because of famine, moved southward in
search of food . So many came to settle in South Africa .
These tribes are those that were later known as the 'Bulwayo and Mandingo Tribes.'
From my historical overview of South Africa, it should
now be crystal clear to Mr: Kurdyla that the true rightful
owner of South Africa is the majority of blacks.
Alexander Ajayi

Kurdyla!!!
Dear Editor:
The article in the Independent, dated 4/28/83 by Jim
Kurdyla deserves a reply, both for the benefit of the writer
himself who seems to know precious little about S.A. and
its apartheid laws, and for those who might have been
taken in by what he has written .
The article contains some serious errors some of which
may be typographical but if one is going to slate a case
so dogmatically, proofreading is essential. I shall deal
with the article statement by statement.
1. Mr. Kurdyla calls Miss Goldblatt' s assertion false ,
".if not humorous" - so then it is false to say that the black
man does not have a right to vote, for no other reason but
the color of his skin and the racial tag pinned onto him
by the regime. Therefore , it is fal se to say that the black
man is discriminated against in education , employment,
salaries, housing. It is therefore very humorous when
people are hounded by police armed with guns and dogs
in the dead of night in the middle of winter, the shelter
they live under torn down, and old and young, sick and
infirm , are exposed to the elements of the severe Cape
winter, or does Mr. Kurd yla beli eve, like so many people
on meets in the U .S. that Africa is one big steaming hot
jungle. The above is the result of the " humorou s" law that
a black man coming to work in the cities is not allowed
to bring his wife and family with him , they are , according
to the law , illegally living in the city. When they are
caught th ey are charged and fined . Just remember, they
crossed no international borders!!
2. Why are there no mass groups of blacks out of S.A. ,
Mr. Kurdyla asks - perhaps you just don 't know!
Thousands of mostly professional people have left S.A .
and are now residing in Canada and Australia . Many
might want to leave but don ' t have the means. Many have
lost their South Afri can citizensh ip . They have summarily
been declared citizens of ludicrous homeland republics,
recogni zed by no one but S.A., therefore, no passports.
3. Not very much need by said about Europeans having "stol en" S.A. , beca use then , I do have the concede
that Europeans "stole" America from th e Indians. To say
that White settlers were the majority when they landed
shows a total ignorance of S.A. hi story or gullible acceptance of wh at the South Afri can Foreign Affairs' depart-

ment feeds persons such as Mr. Kurdyla . Three boatloil.ds
th at arrived in 1652, not 1651, were thus more than ·the
Hottentots' population at the Cape! They also had no intention to colonize but to sta rt a replenishing stat ion for
the Dutch ships on their way to the East. The very man
they sent to be in charge, Jan Van Riebeeck, was sent
there on a reprieve from punishment for embezzling the
Dutch East Indi an Company's money . Later, the need
was realized to send more people to settle, but this time
the Xhosas, Zulus and other Black tribes, were long settled i~ the territory now known as S.A . There are so many
historical proofs for this, not least of which is the factor
of the "clicks" in the languages in S.A. which is not found
amongst the north of the Limpopo River. African Continental migration started centuries before 1652.
. 3. To say apartheid is not repressive is to know very
little about and certainly never to have experienced it.
. Consider '. a) The action taken bu the S.A . police during
the 1976 disturbances.
b) The numerous detentions without trial
c) The closing down o,f newspapers and silencing of
editors and reporters
d) The deportation of missionary churchmen
e) The continuous banning orders placed on citizens
4. It is not the U. N. that is proposing enforced integration, even if it does, we all know that the U.N. is absol~tely ineffective. What all blacks in S.A. want is a recognItIon of their basic human rights which are defended in
the U .N ., chartered and trampled underfoot by the S.A.
government.
5. Please don't compare S.A. with Zaire, (for Mr. Kurdyla's information , not the Congo) the Belgians who
ruled Zaire simply upped and l~ft it in chaos. Those missionaries and others who stayed had to bear the brunt of
a popultion revenging itself for years of oppression and
explo itation. They were also ca ught between tribal rivalries as no group wanted to be dominated by any other,
but gradually stability will come. Remember, it took
Europe centuries to do the same. Certainly blacks are
nationalistic. In S.A., they want full citizenship, that is,
the priority despite language and tribal difference. To say
that they do. not readily adapt to modern culture would
be insulting to say the least if one was nof made so aware
by the article of the writer's pitiable ignorance.
6. To say that the government is improving conditions
of health and education for blacks sounds as if the blacks
are receiving favo rs - they do pay taxes, despite earning
a pitance. It also implies that at the will of the Government, these facilities can be refused or taken away, that
in turn , at least to my "black way of thinking," is repressive and oppressive.
7. I have never heard of S.W.A.P.P. !! Once again, if
the error is typographical , it should have been corrected
at the proofreading. S.W.A.P.O. initially asked support
from Western nations, they were re(uMOd. \ c.a'le,a,:,••ca\\-,
state that most people in Namibia support S. W. A. P. 0.
This has been proved by an on the spot indeplh fact
finding mission by the S.A. Catholic Bishops' Conference
- perhaps after having read the report Mr. Kurdyla would
conclude that the Bishops are lefti st and communist sympathisers, I do agree that the Cubans have no right in Africa just as the U.S. has no business in ErSalvador.
Just because S.A. has many strategic minerals, gives
the West no moral right to support the S.A. government.
It should impress upon them to change substantially, give
full rights to al l S.A. citizens. All right minded people,
black and white, want this. We do NOT want revolutions
or political upheavels and we certainly do not want
bloodshed. The white man in S.A . certainly belongs there
and has a right to be there just as people of EuroP,ean descent have a right to be in the U.S. , South and Central
America, Australia and New Zealand .
I strongly advise Mr. Kurdyla to inform himself better; ·
his ignorance is so pitiful had it been the writings of a
child , it would have reduced me to tears but as Mr. Kurdyla is an adult at an Institute of Higher Education such
passion will just be wasted on one who is being taught
but will never be educated.
Bridget R. Masters

Jim_AndTheH.R.C.
As all Kean students know by now, a Holocaust Resource Center was established on the third floor of the
Nancy Thompson .Library in October of 1982. The foundation of such a facility is nothing new as others of its type
are springing up across the state .
. I feel that the creation of such a center is alright, but
the founders of the.H . R.C. have shamefully neglected to
memorialize the many millions of soldiers sailors airmen , civilians on both sides that also died i~ World,War
Two (Such as the 10,000 Poles that were murdered in the
Katyn Forest by our Russian "Allies" and the innocents
that died in the senseless bombing of Dresden). By neglecting these unfortunate souls, the H . R.C. defeats its
own purpose. For these deaths were just as much a part
of the Holocaust and that is what should be included also
in all Holoca ust studies and facilities .
Sincerely,
Jim Kurdyla
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By Nanette Strehl
When you were a child, the
major transition of the day was
marked by your father arriving
home from work. The period of
this passing was particularly comforting. The most important man in
your life was near, and the aroma
from the kitchen triggered the
thought that your empty belly
would soon be full.
A bit later, homework assignments were toiled over hurriedly,
and were then forgotten. In being
a child, you lived for the moment.
Thinking of the future onJy came
when adults repeatedly asked you
what you someday wished to be.
You always had the answer. You
thought of yourself capable of
being everything and anything .
The imagination ran rampant;
reason and practicality were left
behind. And the future, however
temporarily
staged
in
your
thoughts, was not in the least bit
threatening. · It was light years
away; and the transition to nightmarked by watching your favorite

TV program - seemed to be as far
as the future stretched.
The years passed fleetingly , yet
unnoticed . Entrance into high
school was a major transition in itself. Yet, the major transition of the
day grew less comforting. Your
parents became bothersome, you
became rebellious. The security
that came with the aroma of dinner
slightly dwindled as you felt yourself dependent upon no one. The
world was not a stage, you were
the stage itself.
Homework assignments were
more bothersome than your parents, as you shrunk from the world
of responsibility. You still wished
to live for the moment, yet the future could no longer be ignored.
The spaciousness of being everyfhing and anything narrowed with
the fact that you had to be something. You were forced to grapple
with reality and leave the imagination behind. ,Now, the future was
only lighfminutes away. It leaped
beyond the transition into night, as
the nights frequently simmered

Rock-N-Roll Summer
By Craig Stuart
This summer could possibly be
the best summer for Rock-N-Roll
in the past ten years. Concert
bookings have been reported from
promoters all around the country
to be the most in years.
The big event opening the summer is the second U.S. Festival in
San Bernadina, California. It starts
on May 28th ·and consists of four
shows on four separate days : The
headhnes are ihe Clash, Van
Halen, David Bowie, The Pretenders, Men At Work and Willie Nel-

son . Also appearing will be 25
other bands from every area of
Rock-N-Roll. Tickets are $20.00 a
day.
This rs going to be the summer of
reunions. In the process of touring
now are The Turtles, with Flo &
Eddie back at vocals. Rumour has
it that the Lovin ' Spoonful will
reunite as well as The Band without Robby Robertson . Not definite
but in the planning/discussion
stage is the reunion of Traffic
featuring Stevie Winwood and Jim
Capaldi. Traffic's last area appearance was in the Palladium in New
York in the winter of 1975 . Also
tourning presently are the Impressions featu rin g Curtis Mayfield .

Eric Clapton will be back in
June. July will see the likes of Journey and the Police. Supertramp
will also tour in July. This will be
the last tour with their two
originators, Roger Hodgson an
Rick Davies. Hodgson is leaving
the pursue a solo career. If you
have never seen this band I urge
you to. It promises to be one of the
best shows this year.
David Bowie is booked for summer shows. This is his first U.S.
tour in five years. Also back after a

long break from touring is Marvin
Gaye.
There's more! The following
bands are all due in the New York
Metropolitan area some -time this
summer along with others.
Styx, the Kinks, the Beach Boys,
Kiss, James Taylor, Joni Mitchell ,
Robert Gordon, Elton John, Stevie
Nicks, Rita Marley, the Pretenders,
Elvis Costello, Roger McGuin,
Jerry Garcia Band , the Plasmatics,
the English Beat and Neil Young,
who will be sharing the bill with
the Stray Cats; interesting HUH!
If you're not going to be in the
New York Metropolitan area this
summer don 't worry. A lmost all of
these bands are touring all around
the country. Look for them in the
major city nearest you.

Upcoming Eve·nts
Auditions For
"Guys And Dolls"
Auditions for the October production of "G uys And Dolls" will
be held on Tuesday, May 31 and
Wednesday, June 1 at 4-10 p .m . in
Wilkins Theatre. For further information contact the production coordinators or the Public Information Office at 527-2371.

Faculty Concert
Helen Grossman, mezzo-soprano accompanied by Doris Engelhard, piano will present a faculty conert May 25 at . 3:30 in the
Music Department. Original compositions of faculty members
Michael Montgomery, Lou Huber
and Loretta Jankowski will be performed. Ted Hoyle, cellist, will
perform on Brahms settings for
Alto, Piano, and Cello. The concert is free and open to the pub I ic.

Workshop On Interviewing
The students in Tuesdayrrhursday 9:25 Social Work Methods 11

class with Professor M. Schreiber
discussed the situations that can
arise when Social Workers are involved in theJnterviewing process.
They have gotten together to present an all day workshop involving
speakers dealing with interviewing. Haro ld Werner, Executive Director of League for Family Serv ice, will speak along with Jea n Albert of Mountain Side Hospital ,
Robert Boyd of the Woodridge
Police Department and Cynthi a
Steinhauser of Academy House
will be the key speakets. The topics that w ill be covered include
looking at the basics of interviewing, interviewing rape victims, interviewing involving the use of authority, and interviewing individuals with problems in f.unctioning.
Questions and discussions with
th e audience will be welcomed.
Tea, coffee and dessert will be
served, please bring your own
lunch. This event is scheduled for
May 24 , 1983 from 10:00 to 3:30
pm in Hutchinson Hall room 135.
All students and faculty are invited
. to participate .

with urgent and aimless thoughts
of what you wished to someday
be.
People enter into college for a
number of reasons. Some come for
no reason at al I. Whether with or
without reson, it certainly marks a
major transition. A change in one's
position that tends to jumble what
were once smooth transitions from
day to day. The mind is cluttered
with thoughts on what one has to
have accomplished by tomorrow .
Here, one does not dwell within
the real world, yet the real world
becomes clear. The world's stage
is simultaneously overcrowded

and empty. One foresees the world
of competition and the agony of
isolation that may come with defeat.
With such visions, many ques=

tion it all, and frequently wi,h to be
nothing at all. Yet, the future beckons, . the moment gets lost.
There's
no
looking
back .
Graduates, here's to holding the
future in your hands.

Spring. Picnic ·83
Friday, May 20 / Student Center'
Starting at 12 NOON

Books: Kean Prof Writes On
American Civilization
By Nanette Strehl
"Students shou Id be aware of the
fact that their professors do more
than teach," said Dr. Arnold Rice,
a Professor of History here at Kean .
Like many of his colleagues, Dr.
Rice writes on his subject when he
is not teaching it. Dr. Rice's latest
book,
"American
Civilization
Since 1900," which was published
by Harper & Row in its Barnes and
Nobel Outline Series, focuses on
social and cultural developments
in America since 1900.
Dr. Rice has written extensively
on history for many years. He has
con tributed to a variety of journals
and reference works , and is the author of four other books: The Ku

Klux Klan in America n Politics ;
Herbert Hoover; Newark, 16661970; and United States Since
1865 (with John A. Krout) ,
In functioning as a study guide
for students, American Civi Iization
Since 1900 divides the decades of
the twentieth century into a series
of compact social-cultural eras.
The book's five chapters, which
are arranged chronologically, are
as follows: The Confident Years:
1900-1920; The Roaring Twenties: 1920-1930; The Depression
Decade: 1930-1940; The Affluent
Period: 1940-1960; and The Turbulent
Era:
1960-1980-And
Beyond. Each chapter, in turn , is
subdivided into three parts: Historical Background, Society and Cul-

ture.
The book's format allows a student to find an important topic easily as all topics are categori.zed
under each main subdivision. For
example, the period 1960-1980
treats comprehensively such topics as the new sexual morality, the
exploration of space, and the entertainment and informational revolution wrought by television .
Dr. Ri ce hopes that American
Civilization Since 1900 will not
only provide a social-cultural
framework for courses in America n history but also serve as a digest of social and cu ltural materia l
for courses in .American government; American society; and
American art, literature, or music.

Kean's Steve Ames To Appear On HBO
Steve Ames, an STM major at

Kean will appear on the HBO
Cable T. V. Special "Ca mpu s Comedy" on June 11th.
When , Steve won first prize at
Catch A Rising Star Comedian contest held at Kean in February he
won the chance to appear at the
Wilkins Theatre with th e Road
Company of Rising Star, and at the
famous New York City club, Catch
A Rising Star with pianist Yolanda
Peterpaul.
Steve was one of the comedians
se lected from co lleges all over the
country to appear in the HBO special produced by Rising Star Enterprises. Steve taped the show at
Tufts University in Boston with ·
host Joe Piscopo of "Saturday
Night Live" fame .
Steve is a resident of Hillside,
New Jersey and after leaving Kean
this semester he plans to further his
show business career.

Steve Ames

Hispanic Fe·s tival A Success
By Jose A. Quiles
The Hispanic Cultural and Unity
Festival '83 held April 25 to 30,was the best ever! The attendance
to every event was superb, the atmosphere of friendship, happiness
and participation provided a very
positive c limate for all to enjoy.
Also, the - hard working attitude
and commi tm ent of many student
leaders made this Festival the
smash ing success that it was.
I would like to take thi s opportu nity to acknowledge th e meaningful contributions made by those
student leaders, and to recognize
as well the dedica tion and assistance given by f;Jculty and staff
members of Kean College. First of
all, the stud ents: Jackie Millan ,
Anabel
Torres,
Elsie
Perez,
Minerva Castro, Annette Rodriguez , Rose Emily Rei noso, Mabel
Blanco, Janesa Gil, Janet Gutierrez, Patricia Cora l, Julieta Tapia,

Leil a Garcel, Jose Millan , Felipe
Gonzalez, Luis Miranda, Jose
Cruz , Miguel Solivan, Rafael
Blanco, Reinaldo Blanco, Antonio
Truyol, Francisco Calderon y Rodrigo Huertas. A lthough every student that participated provided
valuable help, these student leaders for the most part carried the
heavier burden of planning, coordinating, and of making sure that
all work was done as needed . The
active participation of the members of P. R.O. U. D. , S.C.S.C., The
Cuban Committee, Lambda Theta ·
Phi , and Lambda Theta Alpha, was
outstanding and
greatly appreciated. College faculty that
contributed much to the success of
the week were Dr. Or lando Edreira
and Dr. Cayetano (Chachoi'Socarras. The staff personnel that must
be recognized as being the backbone of the planning and programming process · for thi s week were
Peggy Melchione, Amy Montuori,

Madelyn K. Healy, and Carmelo
Velezquez. The sup.p ort provided
by th e President' s Office was excellent. Ray Ford, Executive Assistant to the President, as always, assisted in making the opening dinner a beautiful and elegant affair.
Special thanks are given to Clara
Valdes and Gladys Acevedo, The
Dean of Students, the College Center Boar-cl, the Council for PartTime Students, the Student Government Organization , Inc. , the
Foreign Language Department,
The Townsend Lecture Se ri es, Student Activities, ahd th e Counseling
Center. All contributed in meaningful ways in making this week
the best and the most memorable
to date.
My deepest thank s and appreciation to everyone , and remember,
our Unity ha s proven itself to really
be a powerful force for the benefit
of Kean College, lets keep it going!
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By Rozana Botash

On May 2nd and 3rd the College
Campus blossomed ihto a fever of
Queen Elizabeth' s England with
the Renaissance Festival_,
To start the festival off on a royal
note, the Vaughn Eames Players
performed a montage of vignettes
from Shakespeare, intertwining
the theme of love.
I The cast, including Su sa n De
Santo, Kathy Knezevich , Keith
Landherr, Metoka Singletary, M artin Vasalyn , Andrew Zielinski,
Edie Eustice, and Rozana Botash
(di rector), posed the question
"What Tis Love" to the audience
who were scattered about the Vau ghn Eames green. The play was rendered in Elizabethean down-toearth Readers Theater Style, with a

•

real comic jester " Kokomo " (Ray
Solimeno). He displayed his roya l
talents of magic and twiriing fire.
After verse and art on the green,
the program continued with a presentation on costumes of the
period in VE 114 by Gail Celterman .
On Tuesday -the festi va l peaked
with sword fighters, jester, muscia ns and singers. "The Ananda
Dancers" capped off the entire festival by presenting "A handful of
Pfeasa nt Delights" in the Little Theater.
The festival was sponsored by
Council for Part-Time Students English Club and Student Activities.
Coordinators Tara Higgins and
George Schoepfer were the people
who made it possible to bring the
Bard to Kean .

The Ananda Dancers
ByDeirdreL. MacNamara
On May 3, The Ananda Dancers
of Manhattan performed da nces of
the 15th and 16th centu ries in
Kean's Little Theatre. The event
was spo nsored by the Cou nci l for
Part-Time Students, the English
Cl ub and Student Activi ties.
As the curtai n opened , the audience got the sense of bei ng in a
M ed ieva l ba nquet hall by th e use
of brightly colored tapestries that
adorned the stage . This atmosphere was enhanced by their stunning costumes. The female dancers wore gowns of silk and velvet
in a variety of shades .
In the first number, narrator and
com pa ny d irector Bhala Jones

explained the most popular dance
of the 15th century, the Basse. The
number, performea to " Dance
Royale," was a simple wa lking
dance. This dance wa s popular
The Vaugh-Eames players reciting selections from Shakespeare's works at the Renaissance Festival.
photo by Mark Freiling
among the young people because
it prO\ ided them with a chance to This number, performed to Ar- this dance, the lad ies gowns were men would compete agai nst one
be closer in an informal way. The deau 's "I'd Rather Sleep Alone," fu ll length .
another to see who was the better
da nces all began with a bow from consisted of a series of fast kicks,
da ncer in order to impress and win
Danci ng was a very important the affect ion of a certain lady.
each part ner, and th roughout the turns in the air, and jumps .
part of Medieval socia l life. In a
dance, the gi rl kept her eyes deThe Ananda Dance~ are cu~
mure ly cast down .
In the second act, the scene was period when nearly all marriages rently in residence at Christia ns St.
The 16th century version of the a bit different. The stage was lit by were arranged , it was possible that Stephen's Church in Ma nha ttan.
Basse Dance was performed. This · ca ndlelight. A poet, played by a gi rl woul d be the wife of a ma n U nder the directi on of choreogda nce was controversial beca use it John Randolph Jones, read ex- w ho di d not spea k her language. It rapher Bhala Jones, fo rmer da nce
ends w ith a kiss o n th e girl 's cheek. cerpts from poe ms popul ar in th e w as helpful to her to kn ow the mas ter of the Cloister Museum in
The Spani sh influenced th e danc- Renaissa nce peri od . Between hi s popul ar dances, i o cut down o n New York , th e company perform s
ing a great dea l, as w as evident in readings, th e dancers perfo rmed the fee ling of total isol ati on. Often both Renaissa nce and modern
a dance ailed " The Ga ll ia rd ." numbers from th e previous act. In at parti es and banquets two young dance all over the country.

Sixties Record-Spinning Music Box Trivia
By Lance Farrell YaeJ?er

There is o ne aspect of sixti es
rock music w hi ch always seems to
am use me the most; an aspect tha t
deals wi th the psychedeli c era of
rock. This might sou nd mo re like
trivia but (here it goes anyway)
every now and then I look back
and try to remembe r the names of
groups which never ma.de it as big
as other influential groups did during the 60's. M ost notabl y w ere the
groups th at were named after cer-

tain fl avors of frui t or food ; groups
like the Strawberry A larm Clock
(" Incense Peppermints"), the El ectric Prunes, Va ni ll a Fudge ("You
Keep M e Hanging On"), Moby
Grape, the Peanut Butter Conspiracy, the Lemon Pipers ("My
Green Tambourine"), Peaches and
Herb ("Storybook Children") and
the Raspberries ("Go All The
Way").
There were probabl
other
bands whose names followed thi s
~ame trend or fad or bag (of fruit get

1

it ?). As fa r as I'm co ncern ed the
group names were a gimmick to
make people think th eir songs
either tasted good o r were done in
good taste; muc h like today's Starkist commercial. (Even now my
ears can still taste their musi c - at
least it gives my mouth a rest. )
Some listeners thought their songs
were · sweet; others thought they
were sour. Personall y, I think I' ll
pass up on thi s cultural judgment.
It's all just a matter of (you guessed
it) persona l taste.

Classical Music Concert Series
"Premieres and Prizewinners" is
the theme for the 1983-4 classi ca l
music con ert series to be presented in the· Wilkin s Theatre for
the Performing Arts at Kean College of New Jersey.
The seri es features artists chosen
by their peers as the stars of tomorrow. M any will perform in Union
just days before their so lo debuts at
prestigious New York concert hall s
like Alice Tully Hall, Lance Olson,
theater manager noted.
·
Featured wi ll be the Stock holm
Sinfonietta, a 25 piece orchestra
from Sweden at 2:30 p.m. Sundily,
April 1, 1984, directed by JanOlau Wedin. Staffan Scheja, a
major European piano reci talist,
will perform with the orchestra.
Sedmara Zakarian, a pianist and
soloist from 1957 to 1974, with the
Leningrad
Philharmonic
Orchestra, wi ll play at 2:30 p .m . Sunday, Feb. 5, 1984.
Other concerts on the schedul e
include Arden Trio which opens
the series at 8 p.m . Saturday, Oct.
1. The trio featu ring a pia no, violin
and cello won the Concert Artists
Guild Aw ard in 1981 , and w as a
fi nalist in the Naumburg Com petition in 1981 . It w ill make its debut
at the 92 nd Street YMCA on O ctober 5 .

Paul Naubduer, a violist, will
present a concert at 8 p.m. Saturday, Oct. 22. He won a spec ial
prize at the Naumburg International Competition in 1982, and
was the winner of the Juilliard Concerto Competition of 1982.
Robert Taub, a pianist , will present a concert at 8 p.m. Saturday,
Dec. 10. He is the w inner of the
Peabody-Mason Competition of
Boston in 1981 and he also won
the highest award the same year in
the pi ano performance in the Juilliard Doctoral degree.
Carol Wincenc, winner of the
Naumburg solo flute competition
in 1978, and so loist at the Mostly
Mozart and Newport Chamber
Music Festival, and Heidi Lehwalder, harpi st , winner of the Avery
Fisher Pri ze and the Tel Aviv International Harp Competi tion, have
joined forces to present a flute and
harp duo concert at 8 p.m., Saturday, March 1, 1984.
During the early bird special,
st udents, staff and senior citizens
may purchase ea rl y .bird discount
ti cket s at $13.50 eac h. Individu al
ti ckets will be $4 .50 each for students, staff and senior c iti zens.
Ti cket may be obtained by
mailing a check to the Box Office,
Wilkin s Theatre, Kea n College

Subscriber Services, Attention
Lance Olson, Union , N .J. 07063.
The series is spon ored by the
Kea n Col lege Counci l fo r PartTime Students and Student s Organization Inc. Additional information may be obtained by ca lling
527-2088.

Folk And Blues
At Waterloo
The 1983 Waterloo Music Festival features a weekend of Folk and
Blues performed by Ario Guthrie
and Pete Seeger, Saturday evening, June 4 at 8:10 p.m. and John
Hammond , Sunday afternoon at 3
p.m. at Waterloo Village, Byram
Township, New Jersey.
Tickets for ,\rlo Guthrie and Pete
Seeger's performance are availab le through the Waterloo Village
Box Office (201) 347-4700 or
through Ticketron in ew Jersey
(201) 792-1467 and in New York
at (2 12) 977-9020. Other events
are free with adm ission to the Village ($5, adults; $2, children ).
W aterloo Vi llage, loca ted in
Byram Township (nea r Ha ckett stown) is 50 mil es from New
'York City vi a Interstate 80 .

By Craig Stuart
1 . Wh at band is Andrew Loog
O ldham best associated with and
how?
2. Na me the fi rst three J. Geil s
Band albums.
3. Name the Beatl es song in
which Bob Dylan is mentioned.
4. This guy is now a singer/
songwriter with his own band, before that he was a N .Y. cop, name
him .
5 . Name the man who owned
and operated the Fil lmore East and
West at the same time and now is
a promoter in the San Francisco
Bay area.
6. Bannanarama ha s a song entitled" a N a Hey Kiss Him Goodbye" which has been rece iving a
considerabl e amount of airplay.
Name the band that originally
wrote and recorded the song.
7. Wh at was the na·me of the
single that gave Dave Edmunds hi s
first recognition in the U.S. and
who originally recorded it ?
8. Who once sa id "We ' re bigger th an Jesus" ca using a large pro-

test in the ~outh agai nst his band?
9 . W here did Led Zeppelin get
thei r name from?
10 . "F reebi rd"
by
Lynyrd
Skynyrd is written about who?
An swers:
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*This weeks Music Box Trivia is
dedicated to M udd y W aters. H e
gave us many years of great music.
May his Blues live on.

•• ••••••••••••••••••••••
Spring Picnic 8 3
Featuring Dave Edmunds
On Friday, May 20th at 12
noon , The Kean College Center
Board and Social Committee
will present the annual all-college spring pi c nic ; to be held in
front 0f the student center. The
picnic offers free food, free
beer, and games with prizes;
and above all , live ente rt ai nment. Th is yea r, the _headlining
act is Co lumbi a Record s record ing star D ave Edmund s.

Edmun-d s is a veteran rock and
roller, recognized throughout
America and Europe as one of
rocks living legend s. There will
be four supporting acts : Catnap, Impact , From Now On ,
and Midni te Energy. So come
out to the student cen ter to m orrow and celebrate the end of
th e schoo l yea r with som e good
mu sic and food, fun people,
and co ld beer.
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EVERYONE!!!
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GRADUATION CARNATIONS:
A KEAN COLLEGE TRADITION

~. The senior class is sponsoring tt,is year's
~-~

Carnations will be availabn

prom at the Copacabana in New York ~ity
on May 31, between the hours of' 7 :00 - 1 :00
at a cost of $50/ couple. We're offering bus
transportation at $10/ couple. There will .be
6 hours of open bar (premium liquors), 18
types of hors d'oeuvres and 5 main entrees
to choose from. 2 disc jockeys will supply
the entertainment. Bids are being sold in
CC-128 (Student Organization). For further
- information call 289-6200. Deadline for purchase is May 24, 1983.

11

at various locations on campus
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Are Exams Getting You Down??
Are You Getting Bored
With the Whole College Scene??
If So, Break Away From It All As the
Restaurant Squires of Elizabeth

presents

"THE FINAL EXAM FINALE!!!"
This is a Party for just Kean College Students
and their Guests.
A Whole Floor of Good Times Just For You!!
Come, Relax, and Let Loose!!!
There is a $2.00 cover charge and the drinks are priced
very reasonable. There will be a dance floor and a D.J.
playing the songs that you want to hear.
~

When:MAV21, 1983
Where: 5-7 BROAD STREET:
on the second floor of The Rest~urant Squires of Elizabeth
Right across the street from the courthouse.

Time:9:00 p.m. -3:00 a.m.
SIX HOURS OF NON-STOP PARTYING!

Notice
Annual Kean College Russian Adventure Trip
Right now is the best time to start planning for the January 1984 trip to
the Soviet Union. Here, during the coldest month of the year, you will roam
the frozen streets of Moscow and Leningrad and discover for yourself what the Russian-way-of-life is all about.
·
More information will be available around Septmeber 1st so why not walk
over to the International Studies Office, located in Willis 107-C, and write
your name on our mailing list.

50¢ 50¢ 50¢ 50¢ 50¢ 50¢ 50¢ 50¢
PRESENT THIS COUPON TO THE BARTENDER
. AND SAVE FIFTY CENTS ON YOUR
FIRST DRINK!!!
50¢ 50¢ 50¢ 50¢ 50¢ 50¢ 50¢ 50¢
•
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Don't Miss the Final Bash of 1983
That Will Be Talked About Until
Next Year's Exams!!!

,,

•

•
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Residence Hall
Move Out Schedule
The following schedule reflects the days and time for apartment
checkout.
Before May 24th - By appointment - Written notice to Head Resident 48 hours prior to move out.
Tuesday, May24th-1-3 p.m., 5-10 p.m.
Wednesday, May25th-10-12noon, 1-3p.m., 5-10p.m.
Thursday, May 26th-10-12 noon, 1-3 p.m., 5-1Op.m.
Friday, May 27th -10-12 noon, ONLY
Any student other than calendar year residents who fail to
move out by noon May 27th will automatically forfeit their
$50.00 security deposit and still be subject to any damage and
cleaning charges.
Calendar Year Students - Burch Move-In
Friday, May 27th - 1-3 p.m. , 7:30-1 Op.m.
Calendar year students must arrange to move into Bu rch
Hall. Individuals wi ll be notifiea concerning assignments by the
Housing Office.
Graduating Seniors
Graduating Seniors who wish to remain on campus must receive prior approval from the Director of Housing. Final moveout must be no later than 2 p.m. that day.
Instructions
Unless all four residents move out together, the apartment
must be ready for inspection each individual time (vacuumed,
refrigerator defrosted, cabinets and drawers emptied, stove
ar.d bathroom clean , etc.) See asterisk below.
Walls must be free of all materials when first person checks
out.
Mattresses must be stripped of all linens when first person
checks out.
You must return your I.D. card, card key and apartment key
or be charged for these items (including lock change if•keys are
not returned). Meal cards included.
For your own protection sign your emergency car.d (staff
member will have it) when signing out.
All residents must check out personally with residence hall
staff. Failure to do so will result in forfeiture of $50.00.
• A copy of your damage and cleaning charge total will be
given to you at sign out. Staff member will explain any charges
or assessments.
In order to make matters easier for you to sign out, the Housing Office has devised the following check list for you to follow.
You might want to post this notice in your apartment as you prepare to leave.
Have I Remembered To:
1. Notify my Head Resident if I plan to leave prior to May 24th.
2. If after the 24th of May, have you checked the hours staff will
be available.
3. Return keys, card key, and I.D. to residence staff.
.

The Council for Part-Time Student is
holding Its annual Dinner Dance on
Saturday ,June 11 , 1983 at the Town
and Campus In West Orange. The
event runs from 7 to 1 am with an
open bar and a complete dinner including lobster tail and filet mignon.
Tickets are now open to the general
public at a price of $17.00 per person.
Tickets can be obtained at the Council Office, College Center Room 113.
For more information, please call the
Council at 527-2228.

NEED SOME
EXTRA

Saturday June 4
Board of Education Parking Lot
2369 Morris Ave., Union
9a.m. - 1 p.m.

~

AIM

HIGH
Want more
than -a desk job?
Looking for an exciting and challenging career? Where each day is different? Many Air Force people have
such a career as pilots and
navigators. Maybe you can join them.
Find out if you qualify. See an Air
Force recruiter today.
Contact
SS~t Rich Riv era at 790-8l16(Collect)
376 llamburg Turnpike , Wayne , .. ,J 07470

A great way of life.
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Nobody rocks NJ like the Rock of
North Jersey. Tune in 105.5 FM
WDHA Northern Jersey's only fulltime FM rocker. Your source for
concert info. Dial 328-R.O.C.K.
anytime.
Free discount card : save money,
win prizes! Use at stores, rock
clubs, nautilus .. Tune in 105.5 FM
WDHA for details. Send S.A.S.E.
to "Discount Card" 419 Rt. 1O
Dover 07801 .
Win$105.50. Cost: eat-time. Send
S.A.S.E. to "Bumper Sticker"
WDHA 419 Rt. 10 Dover 07801.
Put sticker on car; listen for your
license plate and dial 328- 1055
fast!

Tuesday, May 24th
English Club Party
DownsA
1:40p.m.

Listed Below is a
partial selection of
books and the prices we pay
Elem,ntary Business Statistics (Freund)-13.00
Invitation to Biology (Curtis)-13.00
Introductory Algebra (Bila)-8.50
Intermediate Algebra (Bila)-9.50

Other Side Of Western Civilization (Chodorow)-6.00
Psychology of Adolescence (Jersild)-11.50
How to Write for the World of Work (Pearsall)-7.50
Introduction to Computer Programming{Shelly)-8.00
Speech Communication (Brooks)-6.50
Computer Programming RPG II (Shelly)-9.00
American Nation, Vol. I (Garrety)-9.00
Calculus (Larsen)-17.00
Intermediate Accounting (Kiesco )-16.50
Macro Economics (Reynolds)-7.50
Micro Economics (Reynolds)-7.50
Introduction to Language (Fromkin)-7.50

Bookstore
Buy Back Drawing

4. Find out all my charges for the year (on back of emergency

I.D. card then sign it.) Failure to sign card or return keys will
result in your $50.00 security deposit forfeiture.
5. Remove all personal property and excess furniture.
6. Empty all closets, desks, refrigerator, kitchen in vanity
cabinets.
7. Replace college drapes.
8. Shutoff telephone.
9. Remove all tape, nails, tacks from walls/ spackle and paint
if necessary.
10. Place all trash in compactor or outside dumpster.
11 . Clean and turn off all electrical appliances (except refrigerator) .
12. Lock all apartment windows and doors.
Remember: Failure to properly sign out and/or return
your I.D. and keys will result in forfeiture of your $50.00 deposit (Plus subject to damages over the $50.00). Meal card
holders must return their meal cards at sign out to their
Head Residents.
If you have any questions please contact your Head Resident or Resident Assistant.

7•

Union High School
Ecology Club Paper Drive

Circus Trlp-Thuraday May 111, 19113-Tockets
for Kappa Delta Pi's Trip to the Ringling Bros.
and Barnum and Baily Circus at Madison
Square Garden are available. Tickets are
$13.00 each which includes bus transportation from and to Wilkins Theatre. The seats are
in the top price bracket so that they should be
close to the show. Lodge row A-B-C. The bus
will leave the Wilkins Theatre at 5:30 pm
SHARP the show starts at 7 :30 pm. So tha1-.
should be back on campus by 11 :00 pm. Tickets are available from Lillian Lemke in J205G.
Call 527-2628 or 232-5818 before you walk
over. Mail orders will be accepted . Make all
checks payable to Kappa Delta Pi.

1st Prize - 1oSpeed Matsurl Bike
2nd Prize - $50.00 Gift Certificate
3rd Prize - $25.00 Gift Certificate
Enter as many times as you like

The best time to ~I is
right after. V()ltr imal

exams ... Just bring•
VQUr b,ool(s to the
school bookstore!

The

Campus Police
are willing to give lectures on campus safety to
any club, organization or
class. A minimum of 30
people in attendance is
requested . For more information ca ll Lt. Charles
Jenkins 527-2233.

Classifieds
Sailors and Windsurfers Needed •
Students who sail or windsurf are
needed to take part in a videotape currently being produced by the Instructional Resource Center. The tape will be
aired on cable televisions staticns
throughout the state this summer. If you
are interested please contact Jean
Mattson at 527-2073 or at J-236 in the
!RC, Hutchinson Hall, second floor.

Career Entry Help
for
COLLEGE GRADS
FREE Brochure

ccs
35 Airport Park-200

Morristown, N.J. 07960
or call:
(201 ) 455-0044

Student Employment Notice
- Job applications for the Summer, 1983 and for the 1983-84
academic year are available in
the Financial Aid Office.
Part Time - Public relations firm
seeks articulate college students
for special assignment in central
Jersey. Good pay. Car necessary.
Communications, public relations
or , political science majors preferred . Call Susan White (201)
746-7778 between 9:30 a.m. and
5:30 p.(11 . weekdays.

1971 Super VW Passed Apr.
inspection.
AM/FM
radio,
mostly new parts. $875.00
negotiable. 687-1864 before
2:30p.m.
Need a hair cut or a trill)?
(sure you do!)
Trim-$3.00
Cut-$5.00
Stop by 609 Sozio and ask
for Marti.
· Part Time Help - Female
Phone Solicitor Call for details between 9:30 and 4:30.
Eric Giacalone, Chuck Topinka, Tony Albanese, Bill Rizzio. Please call 379-9360, 3799361 .
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Kean Lacrosse Summary
GARDEN STATE GAMES

by Marta Jaremka

AT KEAN COLLEGE OF NEW JERSEY

The Kean College Lacrosse team
finished up their season last week
with a 5-9 record . The record is not
indicative, though,of how close
the season could have been.
In an away game against FDUTeaneck, the Squires routed FDU
13-9. Scott Lyons, scoring ace for
the Blue Army, got six goals and
two assists. Ron Wahler, who
holds Kean's assist crown, had 2
goals and 2 assists.
On May 1th, Kean played Drew
at home and \ beat them 1 3-7 .
Lyons repeated his FDU feat scoring six goals. Wahler had two
goals and four assists. Rusty Todd,
Mark Hellenack, Craig Polefka,
and Justin McCarthy all had one
goa l and one assist each.
On May 7th, Kean visited
Montclair State and came away
with a devastating 21-10 loss . In

SUMMER1983
Friday, July 29

North vs. South-Amateur Boxing

11 weight classes,
8:00-10:30 p .m.
in D' Angola Gym,
Admission Charge

Saturday, July 30

Cycling -½ Mile Course
9:00-12:00,
Vaughn Eames Parking Lot

Saturday, July 30

Fencing - D' Angola Gym
9:00-5:00,
Mens Open Foil,
Womens Master Epee,
Mens Masters Sabre,
Womens Open Foil,
Mens Masters Foil

Saturday, July 30

Lax coach Hawley Waterman
stated, "We could have won four
more games . They were that close.
With a little more effort and dedication, we could 've been 9-5."
Waterman also praised his
players . "Robert Kozic , our goalie,
was a big surprise. He played outstanding." Kozic was ranked as a
top ten goalie in the U.S .I.L.A.
statistics all season long. Ron

Wahler was ranked in Div. Ill for
assists during most of the season.
He had 17 goals, 50 assists in 14
games. He has held all schoo l records in Lacrosse for assists. Scott
Lyons had 36 goals, 6 assists .Mark
Hellenack,
who
Waterman
labeled as "a su rprise, played good
Lacrosse," and had 22 goals, 10
assists. Craig Polefka had 15 goals,
3 assists.
The Lacrosse is losing many of
its players to graduation. Out of the
ten starters, seven will be gone. Tri
Captains John Guarente (9 goals, 5
assists).and defensemen Matt Shaw
and Kevin Dempsey, along with
Scott Lyons, Mark Hellenack, and
Craig Polefka are all leaving. But
Waterman said , "I think we have a
nucleus for a good team next
spring. "
·
Waterman also praised his managers Virginia Gogarty and Mary
Lauridsen for a job well done.

Garden State Games

Lacrosse Festival,
8 teams, 3 fields, Admission Charge
10:00-8:00, Rain Date: Sunday, July 31
(Kean College will field one team.
Hopefully, the Kean College
Alumni Club)

Sunday, July 31

the first two quarters, the Squires
were dose - down only by three
goals. Then , by the third quarter
Montclair had pulled away 17-10 .
Wahler had a goal and six assists,
Hellenack had three goals, and
Polefka had two goa ls.
On Sunday, the Squires played
an informal game against Kean
Alumni. Alumni lost 12 to 3, but
no one seemed. to mind, as there
were five kegs and 400 hot dogs
consumed.

Fencing- D' Angola Gym
9 :00-1 :00
Mens Open Epee,
Womens Masters Foil,
Mens Open Sabre,
Womens Open Epee,
Mens Masters Foil

YO!
I said YO, MAN!!
This .here is the last issue of the
Independent for the semester.
Now, come September, I want you
all knockin' down the office door scream in',
"I wanna join Indy Sports!!"
Tel I ya what! Get a head start
on the September crush and
join the Indy nowl l CC119

Isles Sweep Oilers

The Great WHO?

...

By George Falkowski (ret.)
As one last favor to my dear
editor, I take pen in hand a nd report that the Islanders beat the Edmonton Oilers, 4-2, on Tuesday
night. By doing so, the Isles swept
the "awesome" Oilers four games
to none .
Goalie Billy Smith · held the
mightiest scoring machine in NHL
history to a grand total of six goals
in four games, gaining the MVP
award of the playoffs in the process.
Wayne Gretzky was held to a
mere four assists and his scoring
partner Mark Messier only found
the net once.
Once again, Islanders coach Al
Arbour displayed his tactical

genius·, steering his team to its
fourth consecutive Stanley Cup.
The Islanders have now won seventeen straight playoff series and
nine consecutive final round
games.
Local Kean College hockey expert Tom Q'Donnell, a die-hard
Flyers fan, said, "I have to admit it,
they were awesome." Ahh, but
will the Ranger fans admit it?
A final note to Ranger Rooters:
With this fourth championship, the
Islanders have now won more
Stanley Cups in their brief elevenyear history than the Rangers have
since the dawn of civilization.
Wait'II next year.

•••••••••••• r--~-------~--------Indy Sports
Wjshesall
you
Marvelous
Human Beings
a Safe
and Sporty
Summer!

As usual.

INDY SPORTS POLL
Which Gentleman wastes more of his money?

D .George Steinbren°ner

,D Ted Turner
Clip it and bring it to CCl 19

,,
---------------------

Imported Moosehead. Stands headal\d antlers above the rest.
.

USE YOUR HEAD WHEN YOU DRINK MOOSEHEAD.

.
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Kean To Host ECAC_Baseball Tournantent

Kean College will be the home
team for the Eastern Collegiate
Athl eti c Conference, New JerseyMetro Division 3, baseba ll tou rn ament Wednesday and Thursday
(May 18 and 19).
Qualifying · fo r the four-team
post-season competition, besides
the Squires, are New Jersey Institute of Technology, John Jay of
New York City and New Paltz,
N .Y.
A double header is sc hedu led
Wedn esday in the single-elimination tournament. Kean (18-10) will
oppose New Paltz (12-7) at 1 p.m.
adn NJIT (4-12) goes against John
Jay (15-8) at 4 p.m. The winners
will play 3 p.m. Thursday for the
championship. NJIT is the defending champion .
Kean , which captured tourna ment honors in 1981 , set a season

victory high with its 18 wins. Designated hitter Bill Feehan paces
th e slugging Squi res with a .447
average . Third baseman Mike
Murray of Rahway is hitting .410 .
The leadi ng pitchers for coach
Ri ch Bakker are Hank Handel of
Morganville (7-3) and Carlo Buffa
of Little Fall s (3-4) .
NJIT, coached by Gene Schmid,
featu res an outstanding pitcher in
Danny McDonald, who combines
quickness with a good breaking
pitch. H e ho lds a victory over Upsa la.
John Jay boasts a 12-2 record
against Division 3 teams. Coach
Lou DeMa rtin o has o ne of the Metropolitan area's leading players in
third baseman Mario Ferrigno,
who is hitting .475 and reportedly
will be a high draft selection.
Freshman Sean Gargin is the
team's lead ing pitcher.

The 18-10 Kean College Baseball team host the ECAC on May 18 and 19.

''W inners All''
By Marta}aremko
The ' 82-'83 sports year has been
a successful one for Kean College's
Squires and Squirettes. Although
not all of the teams were victori ous, every athlete, with his or her
effort in school sports, was a winner.
Inf the fall of ' 82 , the soccer
Squires were the school champi ons. After a fine regular season,
they dethroned their nemesis,
Glassboro, and brought home the
conference -crown. Coached by
Tony Ochrimenko, they tallied a
record of 11 -5-1 and made it to the
NCAA regionals, where they lost

in a heartbreaker against guess
who - Glassboro . W ith the many
freshmen and transfer students,
along with solid veterans, Ochrimenko previewed a team that
will be more formidable in the future, even though several outstanding seniors will not be return ing.
In the winter season , the
women's basketball team carried
the flag for Kean . Pat Hannisch,
their relentless coach, steered the
Squirettes to an uprecedented winloss record of 23-3 and the Jersey
Ath le-t ic Confe rence championship. They made it to the NCAA's
and lost to a tough Elizabethtown

squad . There were many shining
stars on the team, and just about
the same line-up will be back next
winer, strongerthan ever.
This spri ng's winner is the
baseball team. At the ti me this article is bei ng written the ECAC's,
w hich are bei ng held at Kean , have
not yet been played . The Squires
nevertheless will put out a winning
effort, as they have all season
under coach Rich Bakker, who led
them to an 18-10 record.

Although all the teams didn't
w in titles, the dedication of these
fine young men and women made
all of them winners anyway.

Up And Do~n S~ason For Tennis

Kean's Billy Feehan leads the Squires with a .477 average.

You 've Worked
Hard for Your
Degree ...
Now Let it
Work for You
You've put tour years of effort into earning
your college degree . Now it's time tor that degree t o do something for you . Your degree
can open the door to one of the finest oppo'.tunities available to - college graduates - Air
Force Officer T raining School. Completing this
three -month course can put you into executive positions right away . You'll work with p _rote s sional people in challenging and rewarding
career areas . If qualified and selected , you
can even enroll in graduate school at little or
no cost to you . And the employment package
we otter is hard to beat . Find out how your de gree can go to work for you . Contact

ssnt

qi c ~ Rivera at 790-8ll6(Collecl)
376 Hamburg Turnpike , Wayne , NJ 0747

A great way of life ..

By Maureen A. Sweeny
The Men's Tennis team ended its
season on M ay 7th at the New Jersey State Conference Championships with Mark Rava, Mike Pugliese, si ngles, and Fred Munoz and
Leroy Foreman (doub les) all making it to th e semi-fi nal round s.
M ark Rava , first singles, was th is
year's team leader with a final record of 10-7. Rava hopes to con tinue hi s ca reer next yea r, saying,
"Thi s was an experience, I learned
a lot. Next yea r I know I' ll play better." Mike Pugliese, second sing-

les, also hopes to continue play
next year. Pugliese ended thi s yea r
with a record of 7- 11 . The doubles
team of Munoz and Foreman , who
were seeded second .in the state
tournament , will end their season
with a 7-2 record . Munoz and
Foreman lost to a tou gh doubles
squad from Glassboro in the semi final round .
Lone Senior Phil Cheung, will
be surel y missed, " Phil added
depth and substa nce to the team, "
sa id manager Maureen Sweeny, "a
great loss." Other team stand-outs

Phil Chen and Carlos Saavedra held the number six position on the
team alternating before Saavedra
took over the position permanentl y. Chen in turn became a
member of the third doubles team .
The team o n the whole did very
we'll comi ng back from a nothing
team last year, thi s bunch of
Squires have proved themselves
true to Kean College . Coach Danziger says, " I' ll be expecting much
more next year, with more practice
we could become a threa t to the
State Champions- Montclair."

Squire Golf W rap-Up
The K~an College Golf Team
finished their 1983 season with a
convincing win over W agner 416441. Even •hough the team has
been plagued with inconsis tency
thi s season, th ey put it altogether
fo r th is o ne . Led by Jim Griffin 's
78, his las t match of his Kean College ca reer, and Chris Scott's 79,
also his last match of his ca reer,
they beat a Wagner team weaker
th an last year's team.

matches to Trenton by one, four
and six strokes. To top th at off,
Trenton beat Kean by one stroke to
captu re the tenth spot in the MGA
Intercol legiate Tournament.
After the Wagner match , the
team travel led to New York to play
in the MGA Intercoll egiate Tourney. With a field of thirty-six
teams, inc luding powerhouses
such as St. John 's, Columbia and
Rut gers, and over 144 partic;pants, th e competition seemed
The team had a pretty good year
pretty tough . But th e tea m put in a
despite inexperien ce. Larry Joc k
stellar effo rt. Not only d id they
and Mike Hackney have only been
fini sh a solid eleventh , but Griffin
playi ng a year each but have quite
fin ished sixteenth and Scott
a bit of raw talent. Chris Scott fit
fin ished twentieth of th e 144 eninto th e number two spot perfectly
tered , even thou gh th ey never
and played consis tentl y well.
pl ayed th e course before.
Roger Karali s, Tom Bounderi ch
Even thou gh Griffin will be back
and Mike Vena gave the team
for another semester to get his desome depth .
gree, hi s four yea rs of eligibi lity are
The team was also hit by some up. He's watched the team go from
hard luck, which the team call the the cellar to a consistent .500 reTrenton hex. Th e teani has lost cord and respectabi li ty. His own
many close matches, bu t th e performance over the past three
closest losses have been to Trenton yea rs has been no thing short of
State. Dating back from last yea r's sp ectacul ar. He has fashioned a
season, the Squires have lost personal reco rd of 33- 12, goi ng

24-7 over the last two years . In addition to that , he has made the AllConference Team th e last three
yea rs straight.
Th e team wou ld like to thank
Coach Stier for the marvelous job
he did this year. He gave the team
confidence and made the team
work hard . He will be sore ly
missed .

Final Golf Standings
w.
Conference
Ramapo ....
10
Montc lair State .. 8
Trenton State ... 6
4
G lassboro State
Kea n . . . . . . . . 2
William Paterson
0

L. PCT.
1 1.000
2
.800
4
.600
.400
6
.200
8
10 .000

w.

L.

PCT.

16
Ramapo ...
Montclair State .. 11
Trenton State .. 14
Glassboro Sta te
8
Kea n . . . . . . . . 5
Willi am Paterson . 1

2
2
4
8
11
11

.889
.845
.778
.500

Overall

.113
.025

